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Secondary science: the key Secondary biology: the key Secondary chemistry: the key Secondary geography: the key Secondary

physics: the key Secondary history: the key Secondary mathematics: the key There are thirty-six topics in the secondary
literature and they are organised into thematic areas, for example: * **Mathematics.** The 'key' topics are the first four topics
listed in the table below. The 5th and 6th topics are for physical science students. The 7th and 8th topics are for history and the

9th and 10th for biology. The 11th, 12th and 13th topics are for geography, and the last two are for chemistry and physics.
These two topics are also the only ones where students will be expected to have some knowledge of the contents of the books
they are reading. * **Topics in the humanities.** In the table below, we have listed eight topics in the humanities. The key to
their successful study is a good understanding of the aims of literature and the humanities in general. The following ideas will
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help: * Literacy involves more than reading and writing. It involves interpreting literature critically, with its various forms of
discourse. * Literature is a complex, historical and cultural phenomenon. * Literature is a form of cultural knowledge and
interpretation. * Literature shows us the impact of culture on society. * The role of the human imagination in literature is

important in the enjoyment of its forms and presentation. * Literature can provoke thought and stimulate debate. * Literature is
the most accessible of human knowledge. It can be understood by anyone. There are eight topics in the humanities: *

Existentialism * Feminism * Feminist theory * Post-structuralism * Postmodernism * Psychoanalysis * Second-wave feminism
* Marxism We have put in a list of eight topics in the humanities. There are also eight topics for the social sciences. ## KEY
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